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1 Executive Summary
The purpose of this deliverable is to describe the data that will be considered and used
during the development of the FuturePulse platform, the collection of this data, and
how it will be handled by the FuturePulse platform in operation.
Using the first version of FuturePulse requirements as starting point, project partners
have analysed the data needs for the platform and have identified a diverse number of
data sources that should be considered as inputs to the project. These sources include
both publicly available services and sites and sources where consortium partners have
privileged access. In summary, the main types of data considered and discussed in this
deliverable include the following:









Core music entities (artists, albums, tracks)
Broadcast (radio, TV) and music streaming platform data (Spotify, Deezer, etc.)
Social media entities (e.g. Facebook pages, YouTube channels) and associated
data (likes, comments, etc.)
Playlists and charts
Live music events and venues
Open data (e.g. linked data) and other web-sourced data (Google Trends)
Business data (music sales, tickets, retail sales)
Data derivatives (popularity, recognition, etc.)

It is worth noting that since this is the first version of this deliverable, we chose to be
inclusive with respect to the data sources. This means that the presented data sources
will not necessarily be used by the final version of the FuturePulse platform, as the
feasibility, validity and usefulness of incorporating each data source to the platform will
need to first be evaluated in realistic settings and in actual practice. However, we
considered that it would be beneficial for the initial analysis of the platform design to
take into account the best possible variety of data. Furthermore, we will consider
including additional data sources over the course of the project in case we find that
their inclusion is feasible and adds value to the platform.
Another observation pertains to the adopted data collection methodology. We devised
two broad data collection methodologies that operate in parallel: a) A focused data
collection approach based on a selected set of entities of interest for the FuturePulse
pilots. This includes 2,383 artists and 41,544 tracks from PGM, 6,527 tracks from BN,
and 39,467 tracks from SYB. b) An open-ended data collection approach based on
pilot-independent data sources. This for instance includes the collection of music charts
and the collection of tweets containing genre-related keywords.
In the context of preparing the deliverable, several source-specific software clients
were developed and tested. In several cases, this already led to the collection of
substantial datasets that will form a solid basis for follow-up research activities such as
the development and evaluation of popularity estimation and forecasting models (to be
carried out within WP3). For instance, web wrappers have been developed for 40 chart
data sources, resulting in 576 charts in total and 21,860,524 chart data points.
Finally, it should be noted that in all cases, the consortium seriously considered the
potential implications of the respective data collection activities, including aspects
related to the terms of service of each source, content copyright and privacy protection.
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2 Introduction and Relation to other WPs/Tasks
2.1

Purpose and Scope

This report specifies the public data sources (and the corresponding attributes) that
have been identified as inputs for the FuturePulse platform. The present document is
the first deliverable of WP2 and reflects the progress of all tasks of the Work Package
at the time of delivery. Its goal is to serve as a reference point for all partners with
respect to all data sources that will be considered as input to the FuturePulse platform.
The data described in this report sets the basis for work done in other technical Work
Packages, namely WP3 and WP4, as well as for the pilot activities of the project
(WP5). In particular, work in WP3, including data exploration, model building and
component evaluation will be largely based on the data that is described in this
deliverable. Furthermore, the implementation of mechanisms for handling the data
described here, including storage, indexing and retrieval will be implemented within
WP4. Finally, the pilot studies that will be carried out within WP5 will be largely based
on data collected within WP2 and described in this report.

2.2

Methodology and Structure of the Deliverable

Analysing data requirements and proceeding with the collection of diverse sets of
music-related data aims to support the requirements of the FuturePulse platform as
they are defined in WP1. To this end, we followed a systematic approach in order to
identify the needs of the project in terms of data sources and then to investigate how
data from these sources can be collected and managed. As a first step, we analysed
the requirements defined in WP1 and attempted to link them to potential data sources.
These sources included both well-known music services, some of which offer access to
the underlying data in structured form, and selected websites, where the relevant data
is not readily available via programmatic access. Furthermore, some of the sources are
highly dynamic (e.g. streams of social media activities around tracks or videos), while
others are much more stable (e.g. music knowledge bases) or even static (public
datasets released by researchers). Finally, in several cases FuturePulse partners have
exclusive or privileged access to some of the data sources, while in most cases the
collected data come from publicly available sources. More details on the identified list
of data sources are presented in Section 3. To represent and link together all relevant
data sources that have been considered, we also defined an overall data model, which
we also present in Section 3.
With the initial list of data sources in place, CERTH analysed each entry, by studying
what type of data are possible to obtain and what type of access mechanism is
available. More specifically, given that APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) are
the common way for web platforms to share data, we investigated the available
resources exposed by each API, its limitations, the terms of use and the corresponding
data model. Our findings are presented in Section 4. As music charts were considered
as a valuable source of information, dedicated effort was put on identifying public web
charts that cover as many countries and genres as possible. Given the inclusion of
such web sources in our list, and the fact that these offer no API, it was considered
necessary to design and develop appropriate wrappers in order to regularly collect data
from these sources.
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As part of the activities in preparation of this deliverable, test clients have been
implemented and preliminary data collection activities carried out in order to establish
the feasibility of data collection. Two broad data collection methodologies were devised
that operate in parallel: a) a focused data collection approach based on a selected set
of entities of interest for the FuturePulse pilots; b) an open-ended data collection
approach based on pilot-independent data sources. The first methodology aims at
ensuring that pilot studies will be based on a rich set of relevant data, while the second
was considered necessary in order to leverage the benefits of big data and to support
open-ended scenarios and requirements, e.g. forecast the trend of a music genre or
discover emerging artists. Section 4 provides details with respect to the specific data
sources and associated data collection mechanisms that have been devised in the
context of this work.
As a final step, we also studied different issues with respect to the management of the
collected data. In particular, we analysed the flow, storage and access of data in the
FuturePulse platform and carefully considered legal and privacy implications of data
collection. These aspects are discussed in Section 5.
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3 Data Requirements and Abstract Data Model
3.1

Overview

The objective of data specifications and collection is to support the three use cases of
FuturePulse. The first (FuturePulse for Record Labels) aims at helping music
professionals better understand the factors that shape music popularity and make
better decisions with respect to their artists and repertoire, as well as their promotion.
The second use case (FuturePulse for Live Music) focuses on the utilisation of
multimodal music, social media presence and performance data from multiple sources
in order to help live music businesses decide on the artists to appear on appropriate
venues and events, and to better capture the impact that their live performance has on
their success. Finally, the third use case (FuturePulse for Music Platforms) aims at
supporting music platforms select the “best” music to stream to each business setting,
for instance looking into music-related factors that affect business sales.
After studying the first iteration of requirements emerging from the above three use
cases, we identified for each requirement the types of data needed, the corresponding
sources and the possible mechanisms for their collection. Following the analysis of
requirements presented in deliverable D1.21, three main groups of requirements were
identified: a) computing, exposing and visualizing audience metrics, b) automatically
analysing the music content to extract relevant music attributes, and c) aggregating a
variety of music metadata.
The main objective of the first cluster (audience metrics) is the estimation of popularity
and recognition for different music entities, including artists, tracks and music genres.
These metrics should ideally be further refined according to other (demographic)
dimensions, including different markets (countries), genders, age groups and music
genres. This cluster of requirements is the most demanding in terms of data, especially
with respect to music consumption across time on different platforms.
Another important set of requirements, associated mainly with the Music Platform use
case is the detection of music attributes (e.g. energy level, emotion, etc.), obtained by
music audio analysis. In terms of input data, this cluster of requirements is rather
simple as it mainly relies on having access to the audio content of the indexed tracks.
Finally, the third requirement cluster concerns the collection of additional metadata for
the music entities of interest, artists and tracks. This set of requirements creates the
need for aggregating data from multiple sources, especially from open knowledge
databases.
During the definition of data specifications we also took into account all relevant Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) that were specified in the Description of Action for the
project. To accomplish the set targets, we identified and investigated a comprehensive
set of potential data sources, having in mind that the feasibility of data collection in
many cases might be questionable. presents the relevant KPIs and the associated
targets. Already, FuturePulse has covered 9 of the 10 required music data sources (4
streaming platforms, 3 social media and charts, broadcast data through Vericast and
music charts extracted through web data extraction). In addition, 3 concert services are
under consideration, which will make it possible to achieve and even exceed this KPI.
1

th

D1.2 - FuturePulse Requirements v1, February 28 , 2018
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Regarding radio stations, 159 out of 500 are currently monitored, and the number of
monitored radio stations will be extended following the needs of the pilot studies. In
addition, BMAT is considering extending the monitoring to TV channels alongside radio
stations. Regarding the number of artists, in which the FuturePulse platform will be
tested, we have already achieved the goal of more than 1000 artists, as PGM has
access to data for more than 2000 artists. For live music, BN will achieve the target KPI
by testing the platform on different events in several venues and clubs, counting a
single performance by an artist as one event (e.g. a music festival hosting multiple
artist acts will correspond to multiple events). Also, SYB already has business data for
about 60 stores, making the target of 100 establishments feasible within the project
duration.
Key Performace Indicator

Target

Number of different music data sources to be integrated in FuturePulse

10

Number of radio/club streams that will be monitored for the pilots

500

Number of artists where FuturePulse is tested (use case #1)

>1000

Number of events where FuturePulse is tested (use case #2)

>100

Number of stores, brands or establishments where FuturePulse is tested
(use case #3)

>100

Table 1 Key Performace Indicators related to data specifications

Following our analysis, the following subsection presents the identified types of data,
while the third subsection presents the overall data model.

3.2

Types of data

3.2.1 Artists, albums, tracks and genres
The core entities of FuturePulse, given the elicited requirements include the following:
artists, albums (published by artists), tracks contained in the albums, and finally the
associated music genres. Typically, an artist is described by a name and is associated
with numerous attributes, including whether the artist is solo or a band, the foundation
and dissolution date (in case of bands) and the country of origin. In case of solo artists,
age and gender are also useful attributes for the profiling of the artist. Albums are
defined by their title, release date, type, format and the tracks they contain. Although
an album can exist on many different formats (e.g. different types of physical or digital
copies), in the context of FuturePulse we consider an album as a single container
entity, for which we track metrics (independent of format, e.g. sales are aggregated
independent of whether they refer to physical copies or downloads). Every track has a
title, a specific duration and is credited to one or more artists. As different entities may
have the same or similar names, there is profound ambiguity that makes difficult the
management of these entities and their links. For that reason, different identifier
standards have been created and adopted by the music industry.
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Music identification standards
ISNI2 is an ISO certified global standard number for identifying contributors and
distributors of creative works. The aim of the ISNI International Authority (ISNI-IA) is to
assign to the public names a persistent unique identifier in order to resolve the problem
of name ambiguity in search and discovery, and to diffuse each assigned ISNI code
across all repertoires in the global supply chain so that every published work can be
unambiguously attributed to the right creator wherever that work is included. For
example, YouTube has adopted ISNI ids for artists and song writers in order to identify
uniquely the contributors in the YouTube platform. Yet, ISNI adoption is still low. For
example, few (even major) electronic music artists have been assigned an ISNI code.
The International Standard Recording Code (ISRC)3 is an international standard for
uniquely identifying sound and music video recordings. ISRC helps to avoid ambiguity
and simplifies the management of rights when recordings are used across different
formats, products and distribution channels. The ISRC for a recording remains a fixed
point of reference when the recording is used across different services, across borders,
or under different licensing deals. An ISRC code is formulated with 12 alphanumeric
characters, with ISRC presented as prefix when displayed in printed form. illustrates
the structure of these codes. The CC part denotes the country of the ISRC issuer e.g. a
record label, while XXX represents the unique identifier of that issuer in that specific
country. NNNNN is a 5-digit number that identifies a specific recording, unique within
the year specified by YY. As ISRC is a widely adopted standard, used by many popular
music platforms such as Spotify and Deezer, we will also use it as an identifier of the
tracks that will be handled by the FuturePulse platform.
Code
Identifier

Country Code
(2 characters)

Registrant Code
(3 characters)

Year of Reference
(2 digits)

Designation
Code (5 digits)

ISRC

CC

XXX

YY

NNNNN

ISRC

US

X9P

13

26317

ISRC

SE

VJH

17

01216

Table 2 ISRC syntax structure

In addition to ISRC and ISNI, other standards for music entity identification also exist,
with a varying degree of adoption. International Standard Musical Work Code (ISWC)4
is a unique, permanent and internationally recognized reference number for musical
works. There are also identifiers used by private companies that can serve the needs
of third party applications. For example, the Amazon Standard Identification Number
(ASIN) is an alphanumeric unique identifier assigned on each product sold within the
Amazon organization, which can also be used as an identifier of music works.
Still, there will be cases, especially in relation to emerging electronic artists, where no
existing standard identifier will be available. For such cases, FuturePulse will define
and associate its own internal identifiers. This issue will be investigated in more detail
in the upcoming period.

2

http://www.isni.org/
http://isrc.ifpi.org/en/
4
http://www.iswc.org/
3
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Genres
A music genre is a conventional category of music composition, characterised by
similarities in form, style, or any other subject matter. Typically, a music genre is a
classification scheme, based on a variety of facets of music, that places different songs
into coherent categories that help with the categorisation and management of music.
Due to the subjective nature of music, the definition of genres is often inconsistent and
controversial, with many genres overlapping or others being subgenres of more generic
ones. Since there is not a single comprehensive music genres taxonomy, widely
adopted, in the context of FuturePulse we have started defining our own set of genres
based on already existing categorisations used by the three pilot partners. Further
details on the adopted genre scheme in FuturePulse are presented in Section 4.
Audio Files
In order to proceed with the content analysis, audio files of targeted tracks are needed.
An audio file is a binary representation of a musical recording. An audio file can be
encoded in different digital formats (e.g. .mp3; .flac, .m4a). A digital audio file can be
uncompressed or compressed in case reduction of file size is needed. There are two
types of compression: lossless and lossy, which allows achieving a reduction in the file
size at the cost of an approximation of the original data information. For the purposes
of FuturePulse, lossy compression does not create any issue to the audio analysis
processes.
3.2.2 Broadcast and music streaming platform data
Broadcast data
Broadcast data is one of the most representative mainstream means of consuming
music since the invention of radio and TV. Music radio channels still account for one of
the biggest music consumption audiences even though the appearance of CD, MP3
and on demand music streaming services have taken an important part of its role. The
use of “Top 40” Charts in many mainstream music radio channels is still one of the
biggest influences on which tracks can become international hits. TV channels also
play an important role on defining and confirming the hottest trending tracks at each
moment.
In this first version of data specifications, we consider a variety of the most relevant
channels (most played radios in key markets), with the flexibility to add more channels
based on the needs of the project.
Music streaming platform data
Music streaming services are nowadays the main way people consume music.
Therefore, collecting and analysing data from these platforms is a key factor in the
estimation of success for the entities of interest as defined in the requirements.
Practically, the number of times a track has been played and the unique number of
listeners for this track in each platform are a direct measure of its real-word success. In
a similar manner, these metrics aggregated at the level of albums and artists are also
an important signal of their popularity and recognition. In addition to these direct
measures, streaming platforms expose other attributes that may be considered as
proxies of success; for example, how many users of the platform follow an artist
(without necessarily implying that they listen to their tracks).
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In this first version of data specifications, we consider four well known platforms:
Spotify, Deezer, Last.fm and SoundCloud. That set might be expanded with other
music streaming services if considered necessary during the project. Further details on
the respective data models and APIs for these platforms are provided in Section 4.
3.2.3 Social media entities
As social media platforms have become the established means of communication, their
adoption by artists, labels and other music industry actors is very common. The
presence of an artist in a social media platform offers a powerful way for that artist to
engage with their audience. This has the form of bilateral communication, where artists
share information about their activities, e.g. the release of a new album or their
appearance in an event, and the audience interacts with it, by liking, commenting, etc.
Thus, monitoring such communications and interactions in social media platforms can
provide valuable signals for the success of artists, albums, tracks and genres. In our
case, we are interested in profiles corresponding to artists of interest, and in messages
associated with all entities of interest. For example, tracking the interactions on a
Facebook post that is associated with a Spotify track, can offer important information
about the reception of that track. Additionally, Facebook audience metrics can offer
early signals of future success in Spotify or other platforms, or could capture the
success of a live music act.
Despite their differences, social media platforms bear a resemblance in terms of their
underlying data model and in the way they operate. Users subscribed in a platform
create personal profiles, and are able to perform several platform-specific interactions
such as following, liking, etc. Furthermore, user profiles can publish messages of
different types, while other users can interact with these messages through platformspecific actions. The social media platforms considered as input by FuturePulse
include Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. Instagram which is a major platform with a lot
of activity has been left out, as currently there is no accessible API that can be used.
3.2.4 Playlists and Charts
Music charts
Music charts are rankings of music entities during a specific period, according to
specific criteria. A blend of diverse criteria can be used in different charts, including
total sales in case of physical albums, airplays in radio broadcasting, the number of
downloads in case of digital music and finally the amount of streaming activity as
measured by the corresponding platform. Traditionally charts refer to tracks or albums;
however, rankings of artists are also available. Some charts may be specific to a music
genre or to a geographic region. The most common period, used traditionally by charts,
is one week with the ranking being published at the end of this period. However, given
the spread of streaming platforms such as Spotify, daily charts are also available. Also,
monthly charts for records and yearly charts for artists (e.g. DJ popularity charts) are
also sought out by the music industry. With respect to FuturePulse requirements,
charts are an important source to consider in estimating the current and future
popularity and recognition of an artist and track.
A usual problem with music charts is that they often lack structured information. In
many cases, the only available information to recognize a song or an album is its name
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and the name of the corresponding artist. Therefore, we need to use this piece of
information to match a chart entry to instances of the same entity on data coming from
other sources, e.g. sources such as Spotify or MusicBrainz.
Playlists on streaming platforms
While radio broadcasting used to be one of the main ways for a track to be a hit and an
artist to be recognised, nowadays the playlists of streaming services can have a great
impact on success and can power new music discovery. If a track is included in a
popular playlist, its streams are typically expected to grow rapidly. For example, the
most influential playlist on Spotify5 has more than 10 million followers. Therefore, the
inclusion in such lists gives the potential to tracks to be heard from a very large
audience. More importantly, listeners may add a track from a popular playlist to their
personal playlists. That actions make tracks viral and help them spread even further.
However, while playlists affect music discovery, it turns out that at the same time, artist
recognition is becoming more challenging. As streaming services have transformed
music industry into a track-driven instead of artist-driven operation, tracks tend to rise
and fade faster than artists do. Therefore, in many cases tracks of unknown artists
become popular, but the recognition of the artist remains low.
Therefore, playlists tracking gives many signals to estimate track and artist success. By
monitoring a representative set of playlists, i.e. tracking how playlists change by the
inclusion and exclusion of tracks, it is possible to identify those tracks that have the
potential to attract many listeners in the future. Also by measuring how persistent is the
appearance of artists in playlists, we could estimate their popularity or recognition
levels.
3.2.5 Events and Venues
A core requirement in the Live Music use case is the listing of past gigs of an artist.
Additionally, to support that use case, social media analysis over live performances is
needed. To this end, events performed by artists are important. An event is described
by its title and date when it took place. Considering the impact of the location and the
size of the venue in the success of events, we also consider venues alongside events
as core entities in the FuturePulse platform.
Social media platforms, such as Facebook, have incorporated events as entities, giving
the opportunity to users to share future events and to be engaged with them, e.g. by
declaring that they are interested to attend them6. Furthermore, event discovery
services, such as Songkick7 and Bandsintown8, have appeared in the last years,
focusing on the management of events by organizers and participants. In these cases,
additional data can be acquired, such as the number of attendees, or the number of
users that declined the events. All these metrics are indicators of event success.

5

https://open.spotify.com/user/spotify/playlist/37i9dQZF1DXcBWIGoYBM5M
Due to recent changes in Facebook APIs, access to events is permitted only for applications
that have been approved by Facebook. We plan to apply for being able to access event data.
7
https://www.songkick.com/
8
https://www.bandsintown.com/en/
6
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3.2.6 Open data and other web sources
Open data will serve as a background music knowledge source that will facilitate the
acquisition and linking of data across the different music data sources, including social
media and streaming platforms. Attributes obtained from knowledge databases could
serve as input to the data identification processes in social media, by discarding search
results that have mismatches with the structured data. For example, knowing the title of
a track and its duration, one can filter out video results from YouTube that have a
considerably different duration. In addition, many open data sources contain already
the relationships to platforms of interest.
MusicBrainz9 is a public music encyclopedia that collects music metadata and aims to
be “the universal lingua franca for music”. The schema of the knowledge database
used by MusicBrainz, includes core entities such as artists, releases and recordings
similar to those entities defined in section 3.2.1. The added value of MusicBrainz
database is that it can be used to populate possible missing fields in the FuturePulse
data or to validate existing data by cross-checking them. As illustrated in Figure 1,
MusicBrainz exposes links to other platforms, including links to streaming services
(Spotify, SoundCloud, Last.fm), social media platforms (YouTube, Facebook,
Instagram) and other structured databases (Discogs, Wikidata).

Figure 1 Part of MusicBrainz' information about The Rasmus band. That section depicts the links to external
platforms and services, existing on MusicBrainz database.

9

https://musicbrainz.org/
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Discogs10 is both a music database built by users and a music marketplace. As stated
in Discogs’ website, more than 410,000 people have contributed some piece of
knowledge to build a music catalog of more than 9,800,000 recordings and 5,600,000
artists, which is available under a Creative Commons license. In addition, Discogs
offers the ability to its users to catalog their music collections, wish lists, and share their
ratings and reviews. The Discogs Marketplace, having more than 23 million items
available and thousands of sellers, connects buyers and sellers across the globe.
Because the Marketplace is built on top of its database, it is easy for sellers to list their
inventory and buyers are able to specify the exact version they want. Therefore, by
using Discogs we can fill missing data in the FuturePulse database and at the same
time obtain additional popularity signals such as the number of users that have ordered
and obtained a release in Discog’s marketplace.

Figure 2 Data model of Wikidata

In addition to music oriented databases, a number of general purpose knowledge
databases are available. The most well-known among them are Wikidata11, YAGO12,
DBpedia13, Freebase14 and its successor Google’s Knowledge Graph15. Wikidata is a
knowledge database, edited collaboratively and hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation.
Its intention is to provide a common source of linked data which can be used by other
Wikimedia projects such as Wikipedia. Furthermore, any third party application can use
its structured data under a public domain license16.
10

https://www.discogs.com
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
12
https://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/yagonaga/yago/
13
http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
14
https://developers.google.com/freebase/
15
https://www.google.com/intl/bn/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html
16
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
11
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The data model of Wikidata is depicted in Figure 2. An Entity is the content of a
Wikidata page that may be either an Item, like the one depicted in Figure 2, or a
Property. An Item refers to a real-world object, concept, or event that is given an
identifier in Wikidata database, together with information about it. On the other hand, a
Property (or attribute) is the descriptor for a data value. Every Entity is uniquely
identified by an entity ID, which is a prefixed number, for example starting with the
prefix Q for Items and P for Properties. An Entity is also identified by a unique
combination of Label and Description in each of the supported Languages. Each Entity
has a URI following the pattern http://www.wikidata.org/entity/ID where ID is its unique
identifier. An Item consists of multiple statements, with each statement being a piece of
data about the associated Item. A Statement consists of a Claim (a Property - Value
pair such as "Location: Germany"), augmented by optional references (pointing to an
appropriate source backing the claim).

Figure 3 Part of Wikidata's page for The Rasmus band

The obtained data can be used for identification of additional pieces of information for
entities of interest. For example Figure 3 illustrates part of the Wikidata page for The
Rasmus band17. That section contains identifiers to other services such as other
17

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q485679
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knowledge databases, streaming platforms, social media platforms, etc. In a similar
way, information such as members of bands, the discography of an artist, the
associated genres, data about albums and recordings can be also obtained.
Apart from structured data, a valuable source of unstructured music information may be
extracted from music blogs. Typically, music blogs post about artists or review new
releases, and their commentary can give further insights about the importance of these
entities. However, the challenge in leveraging blogs as a data source is that data is not
readily accessible and as a result sophisticated information extraction techniques need
to be employed. For example, an important step is to download the content of
individual posts and detect named entities. These named entities could refer to artists,
albums, etc. That can be particularly useful to detect upcoming artists, but also to
estimate the popularity based on how frequent these entities are mentioned. Apart from
counting the occurrences of an entity, further natural language processing methods,
such as sentiment analysis, could be used to give additional signals on the popularity
or reception of particular entities by influential authors.
3.2.7 Business Data
The ultimate goal of FuturePulse is to help stakeholders in music industry increase
future revenue through data mining applied on signals collected by web sources or
extracted by content analysis. In other words, by identifying hidden associations
between the variety of music signals collected at present and historic business data,
FuturePulse aims to help involved partners take the right decisions and improve future
performance on business indicators. For that reason a variety of business data are
foreseen to be used, first to develop and second to test the models that will be provided
by FuturePulse.
Given the three use cases and the different ways the associated partners operate,
several business indicators are considered, including music sales and revenues in the
Record Label use case, ticket sales and event attendance in the Live Music use case,
and retail sales and customer satisfaction in places where music is streamed in the
Music Platform use case.
3.2.8 Data derivatives
The data described in the previous sections are used to derive additional data.
Music performance metric representation
The data of interest for FuturePulse to capture the past, present and future success of
artists, live performances and tracks are metrics evolving over time. For that reason,
we define a general performance tuple to represent a measure of success for an entity
of interest at a certain point in time:
(Metric, Value, Timestamp, Platform, EntityID, Tags)
For example, the platform can be Facebook, and EntityID the identifier of a particular
page in the platform. Metric is one of the metrics we track on the platform, e.g. fans
count in case of Facebook pages. Timestamp keeps the date when the metric value
was obtained. The tags field can be used to break down the metrics when more finegrained information is available. For example, if demographics such as gender and age
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groups are available, then we could have the multiple values of a metric for the same
date-time, indicating a different age group, a specific gender or a particular region.
Recognition and Popularity levels
There is currently no single widely accepted definition for the measures of Popularity
and Recognition that are of interest for the project use cases. In fact, it can be said that
several of the collected performance metrics may serve as indicators or proxies for
these measures. Following several discussions among project partners, we came up
with the following abstract definitions:




Popularity is a numeric score (either between 0 and 1, or 0 and 100) that
reflects the degree that a particular artist, album or track is currently listened or
actively followed by an audience.
Recognition is a numeric score (also between 0 and 1 or 0 and 100) that is
associated with a track and reflects the degree that this track is recognisable by
a listener.

According to the above two definitions, one may note that popularity captures the
present success of a music entity, i.e. how trendy it is, while recognition is a property
that has to do with the familiarity that a particular track has in a certain audience. As a
result, it is reasonable to expect that tracks with very high recognition (e.g. big hits from
the 60s and 70s) have low popularity. It should also be clear that popularity and
recognition are functions of the audience. For instance, a different set of artists are
popular in Sweden compared to France, and different tracks are recognised by
teenagers compared to older people. More details on the estimation of these two
measures and their relation with individual metrics collected from the different sources
listed here will be presented in the upcoming deliverable D3.1 - Predictive analytics and
recommendation framework v1.
Music attributes
With the use of sophisticated content analysis approaches, it is possible to extract
useful information from the raw audio files provided by the partners. There are several
music attributes (descriptors) used in the context of the FuturePulse project including
information about the tempo (bpm), energy level and key (major/minor) of a track.
Some of these descriptors, along with the spectral analysis of the audio files, are very
useful for other related tasks such as: automatic classification of tracks into musical
genres and subgenres (with a particular interest towards electronic music, for which we
have a rich manually tagged dataset provided by the partners), detection of emotional
profiles related to a track for the identification of a series of moods that a track may
express and that affects the listener, identification of the gender of vocals (if present)
and detection of instrumental parts. For all these purposes a consistent set of audio
files is needed along with manual annotations and tags regarding genres, subgenres,
moods, presence of vocals versus instrumental. A summary of the music attributes of a
track are presented in Table 3.
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Attribute

Description

Genre

Genre of the track following the different taxonomies that will be used in
the project (Section 4).

BPM

Beats Per Minute (from 10 to 360) of the track. It is supposed that the
tempo does not change over the duration of the track. If it changes, it
provides the median tempo value.

Fade in/fade out

Duration in seconds of the Fade-in (if existing) and Fade-out (if existing).

Major/minor
mode

Mode (Major or minor) of the musical key used in the track. It is
supposed that the key does not change over the track duration. If it
changes, it provides the most used key.

Vocal gender/
instrumental

Gender (Male/female) of the main singer(s) in the track. If there is no
singer, it returns the value “instrumental”.

Moods

Moods of the track following the Musimap proposed taxonomy (Table 6).
More than a single mood can be associated with a track.

Brand Values

Brand Values according to the SYB taxonomy (Table 7). More than one
brand value can be associated with a track.

Energy level

Energy level of the track according to the SYB scale (from 1 to 10).
Table 3 Music attributes extracted through content analysis

3.3

Data Model

Following the listing of the different data types and the underlying analysis, the
resulting FuturePulse data model is presented in Figure 4. The boxes in green depict
the four core entities of FuturePulse. Blue boxes depict the external platforms that will
be monitored by the corresponding modules. A limited set of attributes are presented in
the diagram in the interest of conciseness.
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Figure 4 Data Model of the FuturePulse platform
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4 Data sources specifications and collection
4.1

Data provided by pilots

4.1.1 Artists, albums, tracks provided by PGM
PGM is interested in the estimation and prediction of popularity of artists in their
repertoire and also in the identification of factors that impact their revenue. To enable
the generation of models to achieve these goals, PGM shared a representative set of
their artists’ tracks and the associated metadata. The dataset consists of artists that are
or have previously been signed to PGM as well as a catalogue acquired through
company merges or acquisitions. PGM also has access to corresponding data in
platforms such as Facebook, YouTube and Spotify and has granted access to these
channels where applicable. The shared dataset consists of 2,383 artists, having 5,687
albums with 41,544 tracks in total. All tracks in the set are annotated with an ISRC
code and serve as a reference point to identify and collect associated data from other
services. Each item in the PGM dataset is described by a music genre (to be used to
train the corresponding machine learning models).
4.1.2 Tracks provided by SYB
SYB provided a set of 39,467 tracks, annotated with ISRC codes, Spotify ids and also
links to the associated YouTube videos. Given those inputs, we were further able to
annotate the tracks with additional metadata, and also identify the corresponding
albums and artists. Part of the files are annotated into “brand values” (25,000 items)
presented in . Another part of the files (5,000 items) are annotated with the classes
male/female/instrumental, with genres and energy level.
4.1.3 Tracks provided by BN
BN delivered a set of 6,527 audio files to illustrate the specific genres of electronic
music. Those are delivered as mp3, wav, m4a and .mp4 files accompanied by the
corresponding genre of electronic music described in the next subsection.
4.1.4 Description of Genres, Moods and Music Tags
Music genres are subject to discussion and problematics in the music industry. Many
music driven industry professionals choose to create their own taxonomy classification
in order to address their business needs. Therefore, FuturePulse will use its own
taxonomy, which will be extended/adapted during the project depending on the
particular needs of each use case.
PGM and SYB created a joint list of 60 genres based on existing categories used by
them. That list, depicted in Table 4, contains most of the well-known music genres
used in the music industry.
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PGM / SYB joint genres list
African

Alternative

Ambient

Americana

Bass

Blues

Breakbeat

Children's Music

Christian

Christmas

Classical

Country

Dance/EDM

Dancehall/Reggaeton

Death Metal

Disco

Doom Metal

Downbeat

Drum & Bass / Jungle

Dubstep

Electronic

Electronica

Experimental

Folk/Folklore

Funk

Garage

Hardcore

Hard Rock

Heavy Metal

Hip Hop

House

House/Techno

Indie

Industrial

Inspirational

Instrumental

Jazz

Karaoke

Latin

Lounge

Mariachi

Metal

Musical

Opera

Pop

R&B

Reggae/Dub

Rock

Rockabilly- Psychobilly

Salsa

Samba/Bossa Nova

Singer-Songwriter

Soul

Soundtrack

Spoken Word

Surf

Tango

Tech House

Thrash Metal

Trip Hop

Table 4 Genres defined by PGM and SYB

In the Live Music context, genres are very important as they drive fan-based crowd in
events and often define a whole music event (pop, classical, etc.). Large scale events
like festivals can be based exclusively on a genre, certain subgenres (e.g. rock-metal,
trance, techno, etc.) or have a multistage configuration with subgenres as line-up
setup. In electronic music events, genres are the baseline of every stage in festivals or
the main theme for medium scale events (e.g. drum and bass, techno, house events).
Therefore, BN has created an electronic music taxonomy in two levels: a first level that
corresponds to a generic electronic genre and a second that indicates the subgenre
inside a given first-level genre. Level 1 contains 5 terms while level 2 contains 226
subgenres. This task has been completed by the end of February 2018 and a genre
merge has been proposed by BN in order to keep the majority of the genres list from
PGM and SYB and integrate smoothly the electronic music genres under a single level
of subgenres (with a “family” internal tag proposal created to reflect the electronic
music events’ general classification).
Note that a top trending subgenre scene in electronic music is lasting an average of
two years at its peak and then usually decreases and is replaced with a new trend. This
is because the crowd in non-pop electronic music events is consisting of young people
with more free time dedicated to partying. They will probably party less few years later,
either listening to the same music they used to listen when they were younger or will try
to keep being updated about new trends. Electronic music and by extension
contemporary music genres are then considered as constantly evolving.
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Genre Family

Subgenres

Breaks

Acid breaks, Baltimore club, Big beat, Broken beat, Florida breaks, Nu-funk,
Miami bass, Jersey club, Nu skool breaks, Electro music, Freestyle music,
Electro swing, Oldschool jungle, Darkcore dnb, Ragga jungle, Raggacore,
Darkstep, Drill and bass, Funkstep, Hardstep, Jump-up, Liquid funk,
Neurofunk, Neurohop, Sambass, Techstep, 2-step garage, Dubstep,
Brostep, Drumstep, Reggaestep, Breakstep, Future bass, Future garage,
Grime music, Grindie, Speed garage, Basslin, UK funky, Alternative hip
hop, Contemporary R&B, Electro hop, G-funk, Gangsta rap, Hardcore hip
hop, Hip Hop, Neo soul, New jack swing, Trap, Drill, Breakbeat hardcore,
Breakcore, Digital hardcore

Electronic

Hi-NRG, Eurobeat, Eurodance, Bubblegum dance, Italo dance, Afro/Cosmic
disco, Disco polo, Euro disco, Italo disco, Space disco, Ethnic electronica,
Al Jeel, Arabic pop music, Asian underground, Bhangra, Bhangragga, Cpop, J-pop, K-pop, Shibuya-kei, South Asian disco, Worldbeat, Folktronica,
Funktronica, Laptronica, Livetronica, Intelligent dance music, Glitch, Glitch
Hop, Wonky, Aggrotech, Cybergrind, Electro-industrial, Dark electro,
Electronic Body Music, Futurepop, Industrial metal, Industrial rock,
Japanoise, Neue Deutsche Härte, Power electronics, Death industrial,
Power noise, Boogie, Electropop, Chillwave, Vaporwave, Hardvapour,
Dance-pop, Dance-rock, Dance-metal, Dubtronica, Electronic rock,
Alternative dance, Indietronica, Coldwave, Dance-punk, Dark wave,
Electroclash, Electronicore, Electropunk, Ethereal wave, Krautrock, Minimal
wave, New rave, Nu-gaze, Post-punk, Space rock, Synth-pop, Synthwave,
Bitpop

Experimental

Electroacoustic music, Acousmatic music, Musique concrète, Mixed music,
Berlin School, Speedcore, Chiptune, Game Boy music, Skweee,
Nintendocore

Lowtempo

Ambient dub, Ambient industrial, Dark ambient, Drone music, Acid jazz,
Chill-out, New age, Space music, Trip hop, Dancehall, Dub poetry, Dub
reggae

Techno/House

Nu-disco, Acid house, Ambient house, Balearic beat, Chicago house, Deep
house, Future house, Tropical house, Diva house, Electro house, Big room
house, Complextro, Dutch house, Fidget house, Moombahton,
Moombahcore, Subground, French house | French touch, Funky house,
Garage house, Ghetto house Ghettotech Juke, Footwork, Hardbag, Hard
house, Hard dance, Hard NRG, Nu-NRG, Hip house, Italo house, Nu
jazz|Jazz house, Kidandali, Kwaito, Latin house, Microhouse/Minimal
house, New beat, Outsider house, Progressive house, Rara tech, Tech
house, Tribal house, Witch house, Acid techno, Detroit techno, Dub techno,
Hardtek | Free tekno, Minimal techno, Nortec, Tecno brega, Techdombe,
Schranz, Hardcore techno, 4-beat, Bouncy Techno | Happy gabber,
Darkcore, Frenchcore, Gabber, Happy hardcore, UK hardcore, Hardstyle,
Big room hardstyle, Dubstyle, Jumpstyle, Lento violento, Mákina,
Speedcore, Acid trance, Balearic trance, Dream trance, Euro-trance, Hard
trance, Nitzhonot, Psychedelic trance, Full on, Suomisaundi, Goa trance,
Progressive trance, Tech trance, Uplifting trance, Vocal trance
Table 5 Bass Nation electronic music genre taxonomy
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Musimap has created a three level taxonomy of 390 complex moods18 that can be used
to annotate music. summarizes that taxonomy. The mood annotations can be
particularly useful in the FuturePulse music platform use case, giving the emotional
reactions a song can cause to listeners. All human emotions are classified according to
the general psychology structure and following the Chinese medicine19, especially in
relation to body posture. The Moods belonging to the first level are named according to
the natural elements:











Fire relates to all the emotions linked to karma, destiny and belief. These are
the emotions one can feel when praying, or when being meditative.
Water relates to all the emotions linked to the well-being and softness. Like the
relaxed rhythm of life one had in the womb of the mother. Emotions of this
category help the body to be “mellow”.
Ground relates to all the emotions linked to pride, spirit of conquest, and also
animosity and courage of exploration. These are the emotions you can feel
when you motivate yourself to face life. You’re not afraid to communicate and
meet the “others”.
Air relates to all the emotions linked to happiness, innocence of life, natural
enthusiasm, enjoying the present and the freedom of existence. These are the
emotions you can feel when facing life without any doubt just spontaneity.
Metal relates to all the emotions linked to the inside thoughts and the negative
and personal difficulties one may have in front of others. It’s pure introspection.
These are the emotions one can feel when is afraid or weak or uncomfortable to
confront life.
Mood Wood relates to all the emotions linked to your outside personality, what
you show to the world. These are the emotions you can feel when you are
proud, present and acting from reassuring to threatening. You have visible
feelings, you’re communicating, and facing the rest of the world.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Above (Fire)

Imagination

Floating, Daydreaming Graceful, Imaginary, Thoughtful, Subtle,
Dreaming, Luminous, Androgynous, Enchanting, Majestic, Aesthetic,
Odd

Self-Control

Absolute, Vertical, Flawless, Seeking, Inspired

Spirituality

Intuitive, Sublime, Divine, Intangible, Contemplative, Meditative,
Serene, Calm, Unique

Coldness

Ironic, Metallic, Dull, Distant, Bitter, Clinical, Sanitized, Manic, Sharp,
Incisive, Cynical, Biting, Nasty

Sensibility

Disconsolate, Enigmatic, Refined, Sentimental, Pretty, Intimate,
Desirable, Delicate, Melancholic, Sad, Anxious, Deep, Obscure,
Lightless, Anxiety, Autumnal, Monotonous, Fragile, Mysterious,
Nostalgic, Pretentious, Romantic

Withdrawal

Punch-drunk, Introvert, Self-destructive, Organised, Inhibited,
Discreet, Reserved, Methodical, Precise, Civilized, Hesitant,
Doubtful, Shy, Off-putting, Austere, Isolated, Crushed, Maniac,

Down (Metal)

18
19

https://moods.musimap.net/
K. Chen, T. Liu. Chinese medical Qigong. Singing Dragon, Oct 2010
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Paranoid

In/Within (Water)

On (Ground)

Out (Wood)

Up (Air)

Love

Gentle, Intense, Soft, Tolerant, Emotional, Sensual, Caring,
Seductive, Sexual, Bittersweet, Glamorous

Nourishment

Round, Revitalizing, Pulsating, Peaceful, Wavering, Healthy,
Soothing, Confident, Inviting, Friendly, Hedonist, Hypnotic, Laidback, Cool, Relaxed

Intellect

Intricate, Sophisticated, Technical, Exploratory, Evolving, Analytical,
Cerebral, Intellectual, Experimental, Meticulous, Ambitious,
Complex, Difficult, Epic, Mannered

Playfulness

Duelling, Competing, Performing, Challenging, Bravado

Warrior

Bright, Conquering, Determined, Vigorous, Tuned, Brave, Powerful,
Active, Strong, Proud, Serious, Solid, Heroic

Roots

Circular, Essential, Resourceful, Static, Weighty, Trance-like,
Repetitive, Organic

Good
Vibrations

Charming, Solar, Amicable, Generous, Nice, Communicative, Openminded, Loud, Ample, Warm-hearted, Summery

Manliness

Rude, Shameless, Fierce, Nihilist, Vicious, Wild, Virile, Raucous,
Offensive, Angry, Vengeful, Provocative, Burdensome, Rebellious,
Aggressive, Upset, Violent, Hostile, Tough, Threatening, Sinister

Extroversion

Reckless,
Exaggerated,
Vulgar,
Flashy,
Unconventional, Impulsive, Tacky, In your face

Happiness

Aerial, Amusing, Innocent, Dizzy, Lightless, Positive, Lively,
Ethereal, Festive, Wakeful, Atmospheric, Sensitive, Free, Careless,
Fun, Naïve, Happy

Dynamism

Purifying, Liberating, Letting go, Spring, Bouncy, Sparkling, Exultant,
Rhythmic, Loose, Changing, Energetic, Driving, Romping, Cathartic,
Vivacious, Fresh, Lazy

Temperament

Funny, Melodramatic, Spirited, Crazy, Spontaneous, Vulnerable,
Kitsch, Witty, Humorous

Extravagant,

Table 6 Musimap moods taxonomy

With respect to SYB’s use case, 20 brand-oriented values will be used to annotate the
tracks provided by SYB: acoustic, careful, discreet, down to earth, dreamy, easy going,
electronic, elegant,
exclusive, expressive, human, inclusive, mature, modern,
provocative, rugged, serious, technological, traditional, youthful. These annotations
form pairs of opposites as depicted in .
Youthful

Mature

Modern

Traditional

Inclusive

Exclusive

Elegant

Rugged

Down to earth

Dreamy

Careful

Provocative

Serious

Easy going
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Discreet

Expressive

Human

Technological

Acoustic

Electronic
Table 7 Pairs of opposite brand values related to SYB's use case

4.2

Collection of broadcast data

The broadcast data collection provided by BMAT is based on the continuous
monitoring of the selected radio channels, where BMAT will identify each use of the
monitored catalogue of tracks presented in sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. More
specifically, BMAT’s monitoring platform identifies airplays of these tracks (spins) and
also aggregates these spins at the level of artists, labels or radio channels. These data
points are made available via the proprietary Vericast API. summarizes the methods
made available by Vericast API.
21

Resource

Method

Description

Artist

Artist Info

Get the metadata for an artist on Vericast.

Channel

Channel Info

Get the metadata for a channel on Vericast.

Channel Llist

Get the list of monitored channels on Vericast.

Charts top artists

Get the top artists chart, ordered by playcount.

Charts top channels

Get the top channels chart, ordered by playcount.

Charts top labels

Get the top channels chart, ordered by playcount.

Charts top tracks

Get the top tracks chart, ordered by playcount.

Charts resolved tracks

Get the unknown tracks that have been resolved.

Label

Label info

Get the metadata for a label on Vericast.

Match

Match info

Get the metadata for a match on Vericast.

Match list

Get all matches ordered by datetime.

Track info

Get the metadata for a track on Vericast.

Track search

Search the tracks by a query term. Searches in artist
and track name.

Charts

Track

Table 8 Vericast API methods to obtain airplay counts

4.3

Collection of online music platform data

As online music platforms have become the primary way for accessing music, four
popular platforms have been selected for tracking. More specifically, Spotify, Deezer,
Last.fm and SoundCloud have been included as their catalogue is extensive and they
have a high number of active users. Also, these platforms provide useful metrics,
acting as real-world signals for popularity and recognition.

21

As Vericast API is a paid service, the exact calls are not specified in the table.
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4.3.1 Spotify
Spotify is a widely used streaming platform, with more than 170 million active users
monthly. We track artists and tracks on it using its web API. In addition, Spotify also
provides a user interface to access more detailed information, such as streams and
listeners per country, age group and gender.
Spotify Web API
Spotify provides a REST API, called Web API22. Following the REST principles, HTTP
verbs can be used to create, update or access Spotify resources, including tracks,
albums, artists and playlists.
In the context of FuturePulse, we need to associate the data provided by pilot partners
with the corresponding Spotify resources. The same holds for data coming from
unstructured sources such as music charts in web pages. For example, given a track
we need to find the corresponding track id in Spotify and all the other accompanying
metadata. For that reason, we use the search endpoint that returns Spotify catalogue
information about artists, albums, tracks or playlists given a keyword string.
By default, results are returned when a match of the provided query is found
in any field of the target object type. However, searches can be made more specific by
specifying a field filter. For example, by using the q=album:gold artist:abba and defining
type=album, the results contain only albums with the text “gold” in the album name and
the text “abba” in the artist name. In the same way other fields of the resources can be
used. To limit the results to a specific year, the field filter year can be used in album,
artist, and track searches. For example, to search for albums from the Rasmus band,
released during 2014, the following parameters can be defined q=artist:(the rasmus),
year:2014 and type=album. A particularly useful search is to use the ISRC code of a
track to identify its associated resource in Spotify. Instead of using the title of the track
that may lead to false results, as the same title may be shared across different tracks
(e.g. remixes), we can issue a request with q=isrc:CCXXXYYNNNNN. Given that ISRC
uniquely identifies a track, using it for quering yields much more accurate results
compared to the use of a track title. For example, Figure 5 depicts the response of a
Spotify search request when q=isrc:SEVJH1701201 is used as the query. The
response contains the correct track (Paradise) alongside information about the album
(Dark Matters) and the artist (The Rasmus).
Field
q
Required
type
Required
market
Optional

Description
Search query. Optional field filters and Boolean operators are supported.
For example: q=the%20rasmus
A comma-separated list of item types to search across.
Valid types are: album, artist, playlist, and track.
Search results include hits from all the specified item types.
An ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 country code. If a country code is specified, only
artists, albums, and tracks with content that is playable in that market is
returned.
Table 9 Parameters used in Spotify search endpoint

22

https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/
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Figure 5 Track search on Spotify by using the ISRC code in the query.

The Spotify Web API provides several endpoints for retrieving information about one or
more tracks from the Spotify catalogue. summarizes these endpoints. As FuturePulse
will use its own audio features we do not plan to use the audio features and audio
analysis results provided by the corresponding endpoints. However, we plan to use the
last two endpoints that retrieve a track or a batch of tracks by id(s). presents the main
fields of tracks provided by the platform. As in many cases these fields are already
provided by the pilot partners, we can use them to crosscheck the associations of
resources.
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Method
GET

Endpoint
/v1/audio-analysis/{id}

Usage
Get Audio Analysis for a Track

Response
audio analysis
object
audio features

GET

/v1/audio-features/{id}

Get Audio Features for a Track

GET

/v1/audio-features

audio features

GET

/v1/tracks

Get Audio Features for Several
Tracks
Get Several Tracks

GET

/v1/tracks/{id}

Get a Track

track

tracks

Table 10 Spotify Web API endpoints for track related data

Among the fields in , an important one is the popularity index, which is calculated
algorithmically by Spotify and is based on the total number of streams a track has had
and how recent these streams are. As stated by Spotify documentation: “tracks that are
being played a lot now will have a higher popularity than tracks that were played a lot in
the past”. Duplicate tracks, for example the same track from a single and an album, are
rated independently. Artist and album popularity is derived mathematically from track
popularity. Note that the popularity value may lag actual popularity by a few days as its
value is not updated in real time. By tracking that field, we can understand how
popularity of an entity has evolved over time.
Field

Type

Description

album

An album object

The album on which the track appears.

artists

An array of artists

The artists who performed the track.

duration_ms

Integer

The track length in milliseconds.

explicit

Boolean

Whether or not the track has explicit lyrics.

external_ids

Object

Known external IDs for the track. Including
International Standard Recording code (ISRC).

id

String

The Spotify ID for the track.

name

String

The name of the track.

popularity

Integer

The popularity of a track is a value between 0 and
100, with 100 being the most popular.
Table 11 A track object as defined in Spotify

contains the endpoints for retrieving information about one or more albums from the
Spotify catalogue. Although albums are not explicitly related to any FuturePulse
requirement, we need to obtain that information to have an overall view of the entities
of interest. For example, genres on Spotify are not used at the level of tracks. For that
reason, to annotate tracks with genres we can use the genres used to classify the
corresponding album. illustrates the fields of album objects returned by the Spotify
Web API. Among them, the popularity index is critical for the estimation of popularity
and recognition. Also, the release date of the albums is a valuable piece of information
that can be integrated in the development of the prediction models coming from WP3.
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Http Method

Endpoint

Usage

Response

GET

/v1/albums/{id}

Get an Album by id

album

GET

/v1/albums/{id}/tracks

Get an Album's Tracks

tracks

GET

/v1/albums

Get Several Albums

albums

Table 12 Spotify API Endpoints for album related data

Field

Type

Description

album_type

String

The type of the album: one of "album", "single",
or "compilation".

artists

Array of artist objects

The artists of the album.

available_markets

Array of strings

The markets in which the album is
available: ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 country codes. An
album is considered available in a market when
at least one of its tracks is available in that
market.

copyrights

Array of copyright
objects

The copyright statements of the album.

external_ids

An external ID object

Known external IDs for the album.

genres

Array of strings

A list of the genres used to classify the album. If
not yet classified, the array is empty.

id

String

The Spotify ID for the album.

images

Array of image
objects

The cover art for the album in various sizes,
widest first.

label

String

The label for the album.

name

String

The name of the album. In case of an album
takedown, the value may be an empty string.

popularity

Integer

The popularity of the album. The value will be
between 0 and 100, with 100 being the most
popular. The popularity is calculated from the
popularity of the album’s individual tracks.

release_date

String

The date the album was first released, for
example 1981. Depending on the precision, it
might be shown as 1981-12 or 1981-12-15

release_date_preci
sion

String

The precision with which release_date value is
known: year, month, or day.

tracks

Array of track objects

The tracks of the album, in a paginated format

restrictions

Array of restriction
objects

The track response will still contain metadata for
the original track, and a restrictions object
containing the reason why the track is not
available: "restrictions": {"reason": "market"}

Table 13 An album object as defined in Spotify
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contains the provided endpoints for retrieving information about one or more artists
from the Spotify catalogue. We can either retrieve artist(s) by id(s) or to retrieve the
albums and the top tracks of the artist. The related-artists endpoint returns information
about artists similar to a given artist. That similarity is based on the internal analysis of
the listening history and can be used as a basis for artists profiling as required by
FuturePulse requirements. presents the attributes of Spotify artists as defined and
returned by its API. Apart from the popularity index, the number of followers an artist
has is one of the metrics that is considered by FuturePulse as a useful indicator of
artists’ popularity and recognition.

Figure 6 Artist as returned by Spotify, using its spotify id

Method

Endpoint

Usage

Response

GET

/v1/artists/{id}

Get an Artist by id

artist

GET

/v1/artists/{id}/albums

Get an Artist's Albums

albums

GET

/v1/artists/{id}/top-tracks

Get an Artist's Top Tracks

tracks

GET

/v1/artists/{id}/related-artists

Get an Artist's Related Artists

artists

GET

/v1/artists

Get Several Artists

artists

Table 14 Spotify API Endpoints for artist related data
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Field
external_urls

Type
An external URL object

followers
genres

A followers object
Array of strings

id
name
popularity

String
String
Integer

images

Array of image objects

Description
Known external URLs for this artist. For example,
the Spotify URL for the object.
Information about the followers of the artist.
A list of the genres the artist is associated with. If
not yet classified, the array is empty.
The Spotify ID for the artist.
The name of the artist
The popularity of the artist. The value will be
between 0 and 100, with 100 being the most
popular. The artist’s popularity is calculated from
the popularity of all the artist’s tracks.
Images of the artist in various sizes, widest first.

Table 15 Artist object as returned by Spotify Web API

As the number of playlists in which a song is included is an important indicator of
success, we use the corresponding API methods to monitor playlists and tracks (). As a
first step, a set of playlists should be defined. Given that the id of a playlist is provided
alongside the id of its creator, details about that playlists can be obtained by using the
appropriate endpoint (/users/{user_id}/playlists/{playlist_id}). Figure 7 illustrates the
response of that endpoint for a playlist created by Spotify, which contains tracks related
to the indie music genre. In order to get the current tracks of a playlist the
(/users/{user_id}/playlists/{playlist_id}/tracks endpoint should be used. As playlists are
continuously modified, with the addition of new tracks and the exclusion of others, a
snapshot id is included in the playlists objects. That field is a version identifier for the
current playlist and can be supplied in other requests to target a specific playlist
version, for example if there is a need to edit a previous version of a playlist.
Method

Endpoint

Usage

Response

GET

/v1/users/{user_id}/playlists

Get a List of a User's
Playlists

playlists

GET

/v1/users/{user_id}/playlists/{playlist_id}

Get a Playlist

playlist

GET

/v1/users/{user_id}/playlists/{playlist_id}/tracks

Get a Playlist's Tracks

tracks

Table 16 Spotify API Endpoints for playlist related data

Figure 7 Spotify playlists, retrieved by using its id (37i9dQZF1DWVwRuJjs9A3S) and the identifier of its owner.
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Spotify Analytics
Spotify Analytics is a web-based tool that can be used by artists and labels to access
streaming and listener statistics of their own accounts. Streams and listeners are not
provided by the open Web API but are of great importance as they are real-world
measures of success. The number of streams or the unique number of listeners can be
provided either at the level of a track or summed up at the album or artist level. Also,
this data can be restricted to specific countries, age groups or gender. Using such
demographics, we can analyse the profile of the audience of an artist. However, Spotify
Analytics does not provide an API to access this data. The only way to access them is
manually, through the download mechanism provided by the UI. This functionality
provides all the data exposed in the UI, as CSV files. However, we tackle that limitation
by using Kontor New Media, described in section 4.3.5.

Figure 8 Total number of Spotify streams for “The Rasmus” band, from April 2018 and for the previous 12
months. Actual numbers are blurred due to confidentiality.

Figure 9 Number of streams of Figure 8, at country level. Actual numbers are blurred due to confidentiality.
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4.3.2 Deezer
Deezer Simple API
Deezer provides an API with similar functionalities as those presented in section for the
Spotify API. In other words, it follows the REST principles to access resources such as
artists, albums, tracks, etc. Also, it provides a search endpoint to identify resources of
specific types, given a query term. summarizes these methods provided by Deezer
API.
Method

Endpoint

Description

Resource

GET

https://api.deezer.com/artist/:id

Get an artist by id

Artist

GET

https://api.deezer.com/artist/:id/a
lbums

Return a list of artist's
albums.

Albums

GET

https://api.deezer.com/artist/:id/p
laylists

Return a list of artist's
playlists.

Playlists

GET

https://api.deezer.com/track/:id

Get an artist by id

Track

GET

https://api.deezer.com/playlist/:id

Get a playlist by id

Playlist

GET

https://api.deezer.com/playlist/:id
/tracks

Return a list of playlist's
tracks.

Tracks

GET

https://api.deezer.com/search/<
entity>

Search an entity: artist,
track, album or playlist

Artists, Tracks,
Playlists, Albums

Table 17 Deezer endpoints used in FuturePulse

Figure 10 illustrates the response of Deezer when a specific artist is asked through the
corresponding API endpoint. In this response, number of fans of the artist (nb_fans) is
a potential signal of popularity.

Figure 10 Deezer response given a specific artist id (84)

Field

Description

Type

id

The track's Deezer id

int

title

The track's full title

string

title_short

The track's short title

string

isrc

The track ISRC

string
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link

The URL of the track on Deezer

url

duration

The track's duration in seconds

Int

track_position

The position of the track in its album

Int

disk_number

The track's album's disk number

int

rank

The track's Deezer rank

int

release_date

The track's release date

date

explicit_lyrics

Whether the track contains explicit lyrics

boolean

bpm

Beats per minute

float

gain

Signal strength

float

available_countries

List of countries where the track is available

list

contributors

A list of contributors on the track

list

artist

Artist object

object

album

Album object

object

Table 18 Track objects in Deezer platform

Figure 11 Deezer response given a specific track id (43999682)

4.3.3 SoundCloud
SoundCloud23 provides an HTTP restful API that can be used to build new applications.
All SoundCloud resources are accessed and manipulated in a similar way following the
REST principles. A list of the latest resources is available through /resource_name, a
single specific resource through /resource_name/{id} and related subresources like an
artist’s tracks through /resource_name/{id}/subresource_name. SoundCloud defines

23

https://soundcloud.com/
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resources such as tracks, playlists and users. The base URL for API endpoints is:
https://api.soundcloud.com.
Tracks, playlists and comments contain several informative fields and properties. For
example track properties include information regarding duration, genre, release date,
label name, license, bmp, key and ISRC code for reference. Other useful information
includes count on comments, download, favorites, playback, comment body and tags
list. summarizes the important fields of the track objects as returned by the
SoundCloud API. Attributes like comment_count, playback_count, download_count
and favoritings_count can serve as signals for track popularity.
Attribute

Description

track_type

Possible values: original, remix, live, recording, spoken, podcast, demo,
in progress, stem, loop, sound effect sample, other

comment_count

Number of comments received by a track

download_count

How many times a track has been downloaded

playback_count

How many times a track has been played

favoritings_count

Track favoriting count

tag_list

List of tags. For example "tag1 hip hop geo:lat=32.444 geo:lon=55.33"
Table 19 Important track attributes on Soubdcloud

4.3.4 Last.fm
Last.fm24 offers an API that provides several pieces of information on albums, artists
and charts, together with geographical information regarding top artists and tracks for a
given area. In general, every call to the API has the following structure:
http://ws.audioscrobbler.com/2.0/?method={method_name}&api_key=xxx
The method specifies what kind of information will be retrieved by the call. In addition to
the definition of the method, method-specific parameters should be defined.
summarizes some methods provided by Last.fm that are particularly useful to
FuturePulse targets.
Method

Description

artist.getInfo

Get the metadata for an artist. Includes biography, truncated to 300
characters.

artist.search

Search for an artist by name. Returns artist matches sorted by
relevance.

track.getInfo

Get the metadata for a track on Last.fm using the artist/track name or a
MusicBrainz id.

track.search

Search for an artist by name. Returns artist matches sorted by
relevance.

album.getInfo

Get the metadata and track list for an album on Last.fm using the
album name or a MusicBrainz id.

24

https://www.last.fm/
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album.search

Search for an album by name. Returns album matches sorted by
relevance.

geo.getTopArtists

Get the most popular artists on Last.fm by country

geo.getTopTracks

Get the most popular tracks on Last.fm last week by country
Table 20 Summary of Last.fm API methods

To search for artists based on their names the artist.search method should be
used, along with the artist parameter. For example to search for the Rasmus band
the following call can be used:
http://ws.audioscrobbler.com/2.0/?method=artist.search&artist=the%20rasmus
The response, limited to the first relevant result is illustrated to Figure 12. To get
additional information for an artist, the artist.getInfo method can be used with the
name of the artist as a parameter. For the previous example, using the name “The
Rasmus”, the corresponding call is the following:
http://ws.audioscrobbler.com/2.0/?method=artist.getinfo&artist=The%20Rasmus
The response is illustrated in Figure 13. In this response there are two fields that can
be used as signals of popularity, the number of listeners (listeners) and the number
of plays (playcount) an artist has received. Other important attributes include tags
corresponding to genres, and a list of similar artists as calculated by Last.fm. A
summary of artists’ attributes is presented in . Similar to artists, albums and tracks can
be searched and retrieved using the corresponding methods.

Figure 12 Last.fm search response when “The Rasmus” is used as the query term.
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Figure 13 Last.fm artist details, as returned by the corresponding API endpoint

Field

Description

mbid

Id of the artist in Musicbrainz database

ontour

Whether the artist is on tour

listeners

The number of listeners an artist has

playcount

Number of plays the artist received
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tags

A set of tags, such as genres

bio

An object with the biography of the artist

similar

A set of similar artists, as provide by Last.fm

40

Table 21 Fields in Last.fm artists

A useful feature of last.fm are the geo.getTopArtists and geo.getTopTracks
methods. These methods return the top artists or tracks given a particular region.
Doing that, we can get chart-like data that can server as signals of popularity for artists
and tracks. Also, we can leverage these entities to estimate genre popularity, by getting
the associated genres of these entities. An example of response for a query on top
artists in Sweden is illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Top artists for Sweden as retrieved by Last.fm corresponding method
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4.3.5 Kontor New Media
Kontor New Media (KNM)25 is one of the leading digital distribution companies in
Europe. Its distribution network comprises several services for music, film, TV and
audiobook productions. Regarding music, KNM manages more than 1.4 million music
tracks and thousands of music videos from all genres. Due to its extensive catalogue,
Kontor provides content to various portals, including leading services such as Spotify,
Deezer, etc.
Since its beginning, Kontor New Media has developed its own digital warehouse, the
Digital Media Base (DMB), which provides digital content management to Kontor’s
clients. Apart from managing content, many other services are also provided, such as
analysis tools, sales data, trends and licensing bills. These tools are particularly
relevant to FuturePulse requirements, as they can provide historical data, including
demographics and business data, for tracks, albums and artists. More specifically,
KNM can provide the following data:








Number of streams and downloads for a track per day, per country and per
platform (Spotify, Apple Music, Deezer, etc.).
Audience of a track globally but also per country. Audience metrics include
gender and age groups, but also other data such as the device used to access
the content, the subscription type, etc.
Appearances of a track in Spotify’s playlists over time, faceted also by the type
of the playlists (curated playlists, user playlists, etc.).
Number of downloads for an album per day, per country and per platform.
Number of streams for artists in Spotify and Apple Music.
Artists’ appearance in Spotify playlists.

Given that KNM provides the content related to PGM artists, we plan to use that source
to acquire the aforementioned data.

4.4

Collection of social media data

4.4.1 Facebook platform
Facebook Graph API
The Graph API is the primary way to access data on Facebook. It is an HTTP API that
can be used to query, create and update data. Data include user accounts, public
pages, events, status updates and a wide variety of other resources existing in
Facebook. The Graph API is composed of nodes, edges and fields. Nodes are
individual objects, such as a User, a Photo, a Page, a Comment, etc. Edges
correspond to connections between a collection objects and a single object. For
example, that can be the friends of a User, Comments on a Post, or Events on a public
page. Fields are the attributes of a specific object, such as a User's birthday, or a
Page's name. Typically, nodes are used to get data about a specific object, edges to
get collections of objects on a single object, and fields to get data about a single object
or each object in a collection. The requests to get that data are following a universal
pattern. To access a node the following request should be used:
GET graph.facebook.com/<node_id>
25

https://kontornewmedia.com/en/
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That request returns a JSON entry identified by the unique identifier <node_id>. Figure
15 illustrates Facebook’s response when a request with node_id=165262930168358 is
performed. That id corresponds to the official page of The Rasmus band. Among the
fields of the returned node, two of them serve as metrics similar to those defined on
streaming platforms. The fan_count attribute corresponds to the number of users that
like the page, while talking_about_count measures the number of mentions a page
has received.
For accessing the edges of a node, the following endpoint can be used:
GET graph.facebook.com/<node_id>/<edge_type>
The edge type is the relationship an application needs to access. For example, to get
events of the previous page with id=165262930168358, the endpoint
/165262930168358/events should be used.

Figure 15 Facebook response, giving the page id of The Rasmus official page

Figure 16 Facebook event for The Rasmus band.
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Figure 16 illustrates an event, posted by the official page of The Rasmus band26. That
resource has several important attributes such as its start and end date, the place that
took place and its admins. Regarding the importance of an event, and therefore the
success of the artist(s) participating in it, several fields can be used as metrics:
declined_count, attending_count, interested_count, noreply_count and
maybe_count. However, after the significant changes Facebook27 made to its API, the
use of events endpoints needs Facebook’s approval. Thus, all applications intending to
use that method must undergo an application review process in order to gain access to
the API.
Facebook Page Insights
Facebook Graph API provides a special endpoint to access programmatically the data
exposed through the page Insights Dashboard. Following the Graph API pattern, page
insights is a family of requests having the following structure:
GET /{page-id}/insights/{metric}
GET /{post-id}/insights/{metric}
The metric parameter specifies a list of metrics that need to be fetched in the
response. contains some of the metrics that are considered important in the context of
FuturePulse in order to estimate popularity and recognition in the music domain28. For
many of these metrics more detailed versions are available. For example, given the
metric page_content_activity which returns the number of stories created about the
corresponding page, other derivative metrics are also available. For example,
page_content_activity_by_age_gender_unique groups the data per gender and
age. The requests can be also parameterized by using a set of parameters. The
period parameter specifies the aggregation basis of the metrics. For example that
parameter can be one of the following: day, week, days_28, month, lifetime,
total_over_range. Finnaly, since and until define the lower and upper bound of
the time range to be consider for the response. Figure 17 illustrates the total post
reactions on the official page of The Rasmus band. Namely, the specified metric is
page_actions_post_reactions_total and the since/until parameters specified
for the range from 02/05/2018 to 04/05/2018.
Metric

Description

page_content_activity

Number of stories created about the Page (Stories).

post_activity

Number of stories generated about the Page post.

post_activity_unique

Number of unique people who created a story about the
Page post ('People Talking About This').

page_impressions

Number of times any content from the Page or about

26

Due to limitations imposed by Facebook, the events endpoint is currently restricted to all apps
except those that have been granted appropriate access rights. Therefore, we cannot present
the APIs response.
27
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog/breaking-changes/
28
For a more detailed presentation of tha available metrics check the official documentation:
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/reference/v3.0/insights#availmetrics
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the Page entered a person's screen.
page_impressions_unique

Number of people who had any content from the Page
or about the Page enter their screen.

page_engaged_users

Number of people who engaged with the Page.

page_post_engagements

Number of times people have engaged with the posts
through likes, comments and shares and more.

page_consumptions

Number of times people clicked on any of the content of
the page.

page_consumptions_unique

Number of people who clicked on any of the content.

page_fans_online

Number of the fans of the Page who saw any posts on
Facebook on a given day

page_negative_feedback

Number of times people took a negative action (e.g.,
un-liked or hid a post).

page_views_total

Number of times a Page's profile has been viewed by
logged in and logged out people.

page_actions_post_reactions_total

Daily total post reactions by type (like, love, sad, etc.).

Table 22 Summary of page insight metrics

Figure 17 Total post reactions per type for the official page of The Rasmus for three days (02/05/18 – 04/05/18).
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4.4.2 YouTube
YouTube Data API
The YouTube Data API29 gives access to a variety of resources on YouTube, with
videos, channels and playlists being the most relevant to FuturePulse project. The
channel resource contains information about a single YouTube channel, while the
video resource represents a single YouTube video. The playlist resource represents
a single YouTube playlist which is a collection of videos that can be viewed
sequentially and shared with other users.
A quite useful resource is the search result which contains information about a
YouTube video, channel, or playlist that matches the search parameters specified in
the corresponding API request (GET https://www.googleapis.com/youtube/v3/search).
The type parameter, with acceptable values channel, playlist or video, restricts a
search query to only retrieve a specific type of resource. The value is a commaseparated list of resource types. The default value is video,channel,playlist that returns
any of these resources that matches the user defined query. The q parameter specifies
the term to search for. Furthermore, boolean NOT (-) and OR (|) operators are
supported to exclude videos or to find videos that are associated with several terms.
The channelId parameter indicates that the API response should only contain
resources created by the specified channel. Parameters publishedBefore and
publishedAfter can be used to indicate that the API response should only contain
resources created before or after the time specified by the corresponding parameter. In
case of video search, the videoCategoryId parameter filters videos based on their
category.

Figure 18 Part of the YouTube response, when issuing a search request with type=channel and the query term
being “the rasmus”.
29

https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3/
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Figure 18 illustrates the response of YouTube API when it is used to search channels.
More specifically, the type is set to channel (type=channel), the query term used is
the name of the band “The Rasmus” and the returned entry is the official channel of
that band. In the same way videos can be searched, by using track and album names
as queries.

Figure 19 YouTube channel fields

Figure 19 and Figure 20 illustrate the fields of a channel and video respectively. Among
all the other fields, the statistics included in the corresponding sections in both figures
are important to meet the requirements of FuturePulse. For that reason, we track their
evolution over time by periodically issuing requests to the corresponding API to get the
current values. In case of channels, two essential metrics are the viewCount and the
subscriberCount. The former represents the total number of views that all the videos
of the channel have attracted, while the latter corresponds to the number of users that
have subscribed to the channel. Intuitively, these two metrics are candidate indicators
of popularity or recognition of the artist to whom the channel belongs. In case of a
video, given that the association to an entity such as a track is known, all the statistics
are also potential signals of popularity and recognition.
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Figure 20 YouTube video fields

YouTube Reporting and Analytics APIs
Apart from the Data API, YouTube provides two APIs for detailed analytics: the
YouTube Reporting and the Analytics API. The Reporting API can be used to retrieve
bulk reports containing YouTube Analytics data for a channel or content owner. This
API can be used to schedule reporting jobs. Upon the creation of a job, YouTube
generates a daily report containing the metrics and the dimensions specified during the
creation of the job. Each generated report contains a set of predefined fields/metrics for
a 24-hour period. These reports can then be obtained on demand, by the application
that had created the corresponding reporting job. On the other hand, the Analytics API
supports real-time requests to generate custom analytics reports. The Analytics API
provides filtering and sorting parameters, so that the reports can be refined
accordingly. Each request specifies the metrics that must be included in the report and
the date range for which data will be returned.
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The Reporting and Analytics APIs contain two types of data: dimensions and metrics.
Dimensions are common criteria used to aggregate data, such as the date on which
the user activity occurred or the country where users are located. Metrics are individual
measures of user activity, ad performance, or estimated revenue. User activity metrics
include things like video view counts and ratings, likes and dislikes. These two APIs
can provide access to similar data, although there are metrics exclusive only to one of
the two APIs. In case of FuturePulse we opted to start with the Analytics API as it can
be used to get data in real time for arbitrary time ranges. Therefore, it can be
integrated easier to the platform that will be built during the project, and it also provides
all necessary metrics to implement the audience metrics requirements. If there is a
need to include also the Reporting API, we can easily progress with this integration as
the two APIs share a quite similar accessing mechanism.
The Analytics APIs provide reports for two types of user: channel owners and content
owners. In case of channel owners, the users can retrieve reports to better understand
viewing patterns and statistics for the channel they own. The APIs support a variety of
channel, video and playlist reports that give insights about channels’ viewers. In
addition, content owners in the YouTube Partner Program30 can use the APIs to
retrieve reports that aggregate Analytics data for all YouTube channels linked to their
accounts. For example, a record label which is a content owner, could use the API to
retrieve reports containing statistics for the YouTube channels of all of the label's
artists. Some content owner reports can contain user activity metrics, while others can
contain metrics related to revenue and ad performance.
Report type

Data provided

Channel reports

User activity metrics for a specified channel

Video reports

Video reports provide statistics for all user activity related to a
channel's videos or a content owner's videos. For example, these
reports contain the number of views that your videos received.

Playlist reports

Playlist reports provide statistics that are specifically related to video
views that occur in the context of a playlist.

Ad performance
reports

Ad performance reports provide impression-based metrics for ads that
ran during video playbacks. These metrics account for each ad
impression, and each video playback can yield multiple impressions.
Table 23 Report types provided by YouTube Analytics API

Parameter

Values

Description

dimensions

day, 7DayTotals,
30DayTotals, month

The report is aggregated on the temporal basis
defined by the parameter (Exactly one)

gender

This dimension identifies the gender of the loggedin users associated with the report data.

ageGroup

This dimension identifies the age group of the
logged-in users associated with the report data.
The API uses the following age groups: age13-17,

30

https://www.youtube.com/yt/creators/benefits/
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age18-24, age25-34, age35-44, age45-54, age5564, age65-

metrics

filters

country

The country associated with the metrics in the
report.

views, redViews

The number of times that a video was viewed. In a
playlist report, the metric indicates the number of
times that a video was viewed in the context of a
playlist. The number of times that a video was
viewed by YouTube Red members.

estimatedMinutesWatched

The number of minutes that users watched videos
for the specified channel, content owner, video, or
playlist.

averageViewDuration

The average length, in seconds, of video
playbacks. In a playlist report, the metric indicates
the average length, in seconds, of video playbacks
that occurred in the context of a playlist.

playlistStarts

The number of times that viewers initiated
playback of a playlist.

viewsPerPlaylistStart

The average number of video views that occurred
each time a playlist was initiated.

averageTimeInPlaylist

The estimated average amount of time, in
minutes, that a viewer viewed videos in a playlist
after the playlist was initiated.

country, province,

The geographic region associated with the metrics
in the report row. Different levels of granularity are
supported.

continent, subContinent

Table 24 Parameters of YouTube Analytcs API

To get analytics for channels, videos and playlists, channel or content owners can use
the following API endpoint:
GET https://youtubeanalytics.googleapis.com/v2/reports
That endpoint uses five parameters to specify the exact data to be included in the
report. The startDate and endDate parameters specify the time range for which the
report will contain data. The metrics parameter specifies the measures that will be
included in the report. For example, in channel reports, metrics measure user activity
and include values like total number of channel views and likes. The dimensions
parameter explains how the metrics will be grouped. For example demographic facets
and countries can be specified in this parameter. The filters parameter restricts the
data that will be used to generate the report. For example, instead of returning all of the
data for a channel, a report could be filtered to only contain metrics for a certain
country or a specific video. The API lets the user specify multiple values for the video,
playlist, and channel filters. contains the most important parameters that can used to
cover FuturePulse requirements in terms of YouTube data. The same data provided by
the Analytics API can be accessed through an analytics dashboard. Figure 21 depicts
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some metrics (views and unique viewers) for the official channel of The Rasmus band31
from Feb 5, 2018 until May 5, 2018. Figure 22 illustrates the number of views32 per day
for the same channel and the same time period as Figure 21.

Figure 21 YouTube Analytics Dashboard. Number of views and unique viewers for the official channel of The
Rasmus band in a period of 9 days (Feb 5, 2018 – May 5, 2018)

Figure 22 YouTube Analytics response for the view of The Rasmus official channel

31

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDhEg3ByjFIju7bD4jhrctw
Unique viewers metric was deprecated on October 31, 2016, therefore is only available
through the dashboard.
32
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4.4.3 Twitter
Twitter REST API
To identify Twitter users that correspond to artists, the search endpoint of Twitter’s
REST API can be used (GET users/search). That endpoint provides access to public
user accounts on Twitter, most relevant to the user provided queries (e.g. the names of
artists). The returned accounts, limited to 1000, may have a match with the query in
any of their fields, e.g. username, description, location etc.
Given a Twitter account, we can get its profile information using GET users/show
endpoint, by providing the id or the screenname of the user. In order to get batches of
users, the GET users/lookup endpoint can be used which returns up to 100 users given
their ids or their screen names. contains a subset of the user fields in the twitter
response. Followers_count and listed_count are the two metrics that are tracked over
time and indicate an artist’s success.
Field

Description

Id

The integer representation of the unique identifier for this User.

Name

The name of the user, as they’ve defined it. Not necessarily a person’s
name.

Screen_name

The screen name, handle, or alias that this user identifies themselves
with. screen_names are unique but subject to change.

Description

The user-defined UTF-8 string describing their account.

Verified

When true, indicates that the user has a verified account.

Followers_count

The number of followers this account currently has.

Friends_count

The number of users this account is following (AKA their “followings”).

Listed_count

The number of public lists that this user is a member of.

Favourites_count

The number of Tweets this user has liked in the account’s lifetime.

Statuses_count

The number of Tweets (including retweets) issued by the user.

Created_count

The UTC datetime that the user account was created on Twitter.

Location

The user-defined location for this account’s profile. Not necessarily a
location, nor machine-parseable.
Table 25 Twitter user fields

Twitter Streaming API
Twitter provides a streaming API that returns in real time public statuses (posts) that
match one or more filter predicates. If no predicate is specified, then a random sample
of about 1% of the public posts is included in the stream. To define filter predicates,
multiple parameters can be specified in the request. The default access level allows up
to 400 keywords, 5000 user ids and 25 geo-location bounding boxes.
The selected way to acquire music related data from the Twitter Streaming API was to
define music genres as the track keywords in order to collect tweets that contain these
genres in their text. As twitter users typically tag their tweets with genre labels, using
that approach can lead to a meaningful sampling of music-oriented posts on Twitter.
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Concert discovery services

4.5.1 Bandsintown
Bandsintown33 is a website, aiming to connect artists, venues, events managers and
fans. The site allows users to receive notifications about tours and bands playing in
their area, and helps artists to manage and promote their tours. Bandsintown provides
several applications, tools and services. Bandsintown Concerts is a concert discovery
application. Bandsintown Manager is a suite of concert marketing tools for performers
that allows them to list tour dates, promote events and facilitate direct contact with their
fans. Bandsintown Promoter offers promoters, venues and labels insights and direct
access to concert-goers based on their music taste and location in key markets. The
platform identifies the number of “Trackers,” or Bandsintown users following a specific
artist in certain geographic locations, that can be contacted via Bandsintown’s email
marketing program. Bandsintown Amplified is a multi-screen advertising platform that
connects brands with fans and artists through a network of music publishers.
Bandsintown provides a REST API, designed for third party applications that need to
list an artist’s events and provide their users with the ability to buy tickets and RSVP to
these events. It offers read-only access to artist info and artist events. describes the
two methods provided by that API. Figure 23 illustrates the response of Bandsintown
API, when a specific artist is queried. That object contains some important attributes
such as the link to the corresponding Facebook page and the MusicBrainz identifier.
Also, the tracker_count attribute can serve as an indicator of the artist’s popularity.
Figure 24 illustrates an event object. That information can be quite useful for many of
FuturePulse’s requirements, and especially those related to the Live Music use case.
Method Endpoint

Descripton

GET

Get artist information.

/artists/{artistname}

Artist information includes the link to the
Bandsintown artist page, the link to the artist
photo, the current number of trackers and
more.
GET

/artists/{artistname}/events

Get all upcoming artist events or all past and
upcoming events within a date range.
Artists events contains the list of upcoming
events including their date and time, venue
name and location, ticket links, lineup,
description and the link to the Bandsintown
event page.

Table 26 Methods provided by Bandsintown API

33

https://www.bandsintown.com/
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Figure 23 Bandsintown artist object

Figure 24 Bandsintown event object
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4.5.2 Songkick
Songkick34 is a web platform that provides concert discovery services and ticket
sales for live music events. Songkick allows users to track touring artists, receive alerts
for concerts in their area and purchase tickets to shows. Songkick provides an API that
gives access to its live music database. In general using that API, an application can
search for upcoming events by artist, date, venue, and location. Also provides access
to past events of an artist. These data are strongly related to the requirements of the
Live Music use case and for that reason Songkick is a valuable data source35.
summarizes the methods provided by Songkick API to search and retrieve events data.
Method

Endpoint

Description

GET

/artists/{artist_id}/calendar
.json

Retrieves upcoming events for an artist, based on
Songkick artist id.

GET

/artists/mbid:{music_brain
z_id}/calendar.json

Retrieves upcoming events for an artist, based on its
Musicbrainz id.

/venues/{venue_id}/calen
dar.json

Retrieves upcoming events for a venue based on its
Songkick venue id.

GET

/metro_areas/{metro_area
_id}/calendar.json

Retrieves upcoming events for a specific metro area.
A metro area is a city or a collection of cities that
Songkick uses to notify users of concerts near them.

GET

/artists/{artist_id}/gigograp
hy.json

Retrieves past events for an artist based on
Songkick artist id

GET

/artists/mbid:{music_brain
z_id}/gigography.json

Retrieves past events for an artist based on its
Musicbrainz id.

GET

/events/{event_id}.json

Retrieves detailed event information, including full
venue information.

GET

/venues/{venue_id}.json

Retrieves detailed venue information, complete
address, phone number, description, and more.

GET

/search/artists.json?query
={artist_name}

Search for artists by name using full text search.
Sorted by relevancy.

GET

/search/venues.json?quer
y={venue_name}

Search for venues on Songkick using full text search,
including past names and aliases. Sorted by
relevancy.

GET

/search/locations.json?qu
ery={search_query}

Search for locations: a city and its metro area.

GET

/events.json?artist_name
={…}&location={…}

Search for upcoming events by artist name or
location.

Table 27 Methods provided by Songkick API to access upcoming and past data

34

https://www.songkick.com/
To access Songkick API as a third party, the user intending to use the API must apply for an
API key, describing the application that will be built. Then the application undergoes a review
process before the appropriate access key be granted.
35
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4.5.3 Resident Advisor
Resident Advisor36 is an online music magazine and community platform dedicated to
showcasing electronic music, artists and events across the globe. Its editorial team
provides music related news, alongside music and event reviews. The website also
provides services that include event, club and festival listings, ticket sales, artist and
label profiles, DJ charts and podcasts. Particularly useful is the events section, where
past and upcoming events are provided by region. For example, Figure 25 depicts the
events around Paris at 19/05/2018, as listed in the corresponding section of Resident
Advisor. That section includes also detailed information about the venues of the events
such as clubs. Therefore data acquired from RA are highly related to the Live Music
use case, especially given the fact that Bass Nation pilot focuses on electronic music
as RA does. However, that data source does not provide any API to access its
database. Thus its integration into FuturePulse is difficult. To overcome that problem
we plan to leverage information extraction methods in order to obtain that data.

Figure 25 Events listed in Resindent Advisor for 19/05/2018 at the greater area of Paris, France.

36

https://www.residentadvisor.net
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Data Extraction from music charts

A plethora of publicly accessible semi-structured sources contain music charts
scattered across different music related websites. Web pages are semi-structured
documents and different web pages follow different structure. Therefore, extracting
data from different websites requires the development of different web wrappers.
According to Ferrara et al.37, a web wrapper is a procedure that seeks a set of data and
extracts it from an unstructured or semi-structured source (web page) into a structured
format in an automated way.
Figure 26 illustrates the data collection approach. In detail, the data collection process
is implemented in five steps. At first, candidate sources of interest containing music
charts are identified. Next, useful snippets of information per source are defined and
custom web wrappers are developed. Afterwards, the collection and storage of
historical data, where available, is performed. Finally, the developed web wrappers are
executed periodically to acquire updated data.

Figure 26 Data collection approach from music charts
37

Ferrara, E., De Meo, P., Fiumara, G., & Baumgartner, R. (2014). Web data extraction,
applications and techniques: A survey. Knowledge-Based Systems, 301-323.
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In total, 40 different chart websites were processed resulting in more than 21,000,000
data points (21,860,524). The collected data refer to music charts from 67 different
countries in total. However, in order to be able to estimate popularity and recognition
for less known artists, in very specific sub-genres we need to investigate and include
additional chart sources. Therefore, that list will be expanded accordingly, based on
feedback received by the pilot partners.

4.7

Open Data and other sources

4.7.1 Wikipedia and Wikidata
There are two main ways for accessing structured content from Wikidata: either using
the provided database dumps or using a set of APIs. In case of database dumps, there
are three different formats available: JSON, RDF and XML38. However, due to the
size, complexity, and wide range of domains covered by Wikidata, the most efficient
way to access data is through the use of APIs. Mainly, two services are supported: the
MediaWiki API39 and the Wikidata Query Service (WDQS)40. MediaWiki API is a web
service that provides convenient access to wiki features, data, and metadata over
HTTP calls, while WDQS provides a way for accessing Wikidata via a SPARQL API.
As Mediawiki was initially implemented to provide access to Wikipedia, to support the
management of the Wikidata model, an extension named Wikibase was developed.
Wikibase consists of a set of extensions to the MediaWiki API, allowing it to manage
items, properties, claims and other pieces of its data model (Figure 2). To access
Wikidata using the Wikibase API, the URL to be used as the base for requests is:
https://www.wikidata.org/w/api.php
The method of the request could be either GET or POST; in the former case the
parameters are defined as query parameters, while in the latter they are set in the body
of the HTTP request. Typically, the main parameter to be defined is the action, which
subsequently determines the rest of the parameters that need to be used. To retrieve
data from Wikidata the actions could be used are those presented in .
Action module

Description

wbsearchentities

Module to search for
entities

wbgetentities

Module to get one or
more entities base
on ids.

wbgetclaims

Module for getting
Wikidata claims

Main Parameters
-

search: the text to search for
language: the language to search in
type: the type of entities to return
ids: the identifiers of the entities to be
returned
props: which properties of the entities to
report.
languages: languages to filter the list against
entity: the id of the entity for which to
obtain claims
claim: return a specific claim by id

Table 28 Main actions supported by Wikibase to retrieve data from Wikidata

38

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Database_download
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page
40
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikidata_Query_Service
39
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For example, to search for the item corresponding to The Rasmus band, a POST call
can be issued with the following parameters set in the body:
action=wbsearchentities&search=the%20rasmus&type=item&language=en
That request returns the response depicted in Figure 27. By getting the ID of the entity
(Q485679) the wbgetentities action can be used to retrieve the entity with all the
associated statements (Figure 28).

Figure 27 Wikidata search using Wikibase API. The response corresponds to the item related to The Rasmus.

Figure 28 Wikidata entity for the Rasmus
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4.7.2 MusicBrainz web service
MusicBrainz provides a web service41 that acts as an interface to the MusicBrainz
Database. The interaction with the web service, which follows the REST principles, is
performed using HTTP methods and the content is served in XML or JSON format. The
web service has 12 core resources which represent the core entities of MusicBrainz
database: area, artist, event, instrument, label, place, recording, release, releasegroup, series, work, URL. On each of these entity resources, the three different GET
requests presented in can be applied. Lookup request can be used to obtain an entity
given that its MusicBrainz Id (MBID) is known. Browse is particularly useful to obtain
entities related to another entity of different type. For example, to get the albums of an
artist, the tracks included in an album, the albums associated with a label, etc.
lookup

/<ENTITY>/<MBID >

browse

/<ENTITY>?<ENTITY>=<MBID>&limit=<LIMIT>&offset=<OFFSET>

search

/<ENTITY>?query=<QUERY>&limit=<LIMIT>&offset=<OFFSET>
Table 29 MusicBrainz requests on entities

Search can be used to retrieve entities given a query term. The query can follow the
Lucene syntax, meaning that boolean operators and fielded search can be used. For
example, if we need to find the MusicBrainz entry for The Rasmus band we can issue a
query artist:”the rasmus”. We could also restrict the results by defining the type of the
artist (type:group) and the country of origin (country:FI). In that way, the final query is:
query = type:group AND artist:”the rasmus” AND country:FI
That request42 gives access only to the correct match, and subsequently to the MBID of
the band. Using then that ID we can obtain all the valuable information of “The
Rasmus” band stored in MusicBrainz, such links to social media or streaming
platforms, ids on structured knowledge databases such as Wikidata, etc. Figure 29
depicts the response of the request with all the information of the matched artist.

41

https://musicbrainz.org/doc/Development/XML_Web_Service/Version_2
http://musicbrainz.org/ws/2/artist/?query=type:group%20AND%20artist:the%20rasmus%20AN
D%20country:FI&fmt=json
42
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Figure 29 MusicBrainz response in JSON, when issuing search request with query=type:group AND artist:”the
rasmus” AND country:FI

4.7.3 Discogs
The Discogs API is a RESTful interface to Discogs data. You can access JSONformatted information about all the database objects such as artists, releases, and
labels. The Release resource represents a particular physical or digital object released
by one or more Artists. The Master Release resource represents a set of similar
Releases. The Artist resource represents a person in the Discogs database who
contributed to a Release in some capacity. The Label resource represents a label,
company, recording studio, location, or other entity involved with Artists and Releases.
contains the endpoints of Discogs API, in order to retrieve its resources.
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Method

Endpoint

Description

GET

/releases/{release_id}

Get a Release resource by id

GET

/masters/{master_id}

Get a master release by id

GET

/masters/{master_id}/versions

Retrieves a list of all Releases that are
versions of this master.

GET

/releases/{release_id}/rating

Retrieves the average rating and the total
number of user ratings for a given release

GET

/artists/{artist_id}

Get an Artist resource by id

GET

/artists/{artist_id}/releases

Returns a list of Releases and Masters
associated with the Artist.

GET

/labels/{label_id}

Get a Label resource by id

GET

/labels/{label_id}/releases

Returns a list of Releases associated with
the Label.

GET

/database/search?q={query}

Issue a search query to Discogs database.
Specific types of resources can be defined.

&type={release,master,artist,label}

Table 30 Endpoints of Discogs API to access the underlying database

Figure 30 illustrates the response of Discogs search endpoint, when that request is
issueing with q=”the rasmus” and type=artist. The first entry corresponds to The
Rasmus band. To get additional data for that band the /artist/{artist_id} endpoint can be
used. For example, Figure 31 depicts the detailed information about The Rasmus
band. It is worth mentioning that the members of the bands are also included in the
response, which is useful in cases we need to track individuals when they pursue a
solo career. Apart from the REST API, Discogs also releases on a monthly basis an
updated database dump43, since 2008.

Figure 30 Search request on Discogs endpoint for q='the rasmus'’

43

https://data.discogs.com/
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Figure 31 Artist entry on Discogs response for id=228700, corresponding to The Rasmus band.

4.7.4 Google trends
Google Trends45 is a public web service, which provides an indication of the amount of
web searches around a certain query term over time. It is a particularly useful tool for
our analysis as we obtain a metric of how popular a music item, such as a track, an
artist or a music genre, is over time.
This tool provides historical information of how many searches where conducted for a
particular term across various regions of the world, and in various languages. The
supplied by Google Trends chart ranges in a user-provided period in the X axis and
from 0 to 100 in the Y axis. The 100 denotes the maximum amount of searches for the
specified term during the specified period. The user interface enables also the request
for obtaining data regarding YouTube searches instead of web searches and gives
45

https://trends.google.com/trends/
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suggestions related to the search term towards a better match, as well. The latter gives
the convenience of searching within a certain type of queries e.g. “Musical Genre” and
not generally as a “search item” and this actually makes a difference in the obtained
timeline. Figure 32 illustrates the number of searches in YouTube for the term “The
Rasmus”, since April, 2013.

Figure 32 YouTube searches for The Rasmus band in the Google Trends service

To validate the usefulness of Google trends in the context of FuturePulse, we
downloaded the YouTube searches of the last three years associated with the music
genres in the SYB/PGM joined list (cf. Table 4). We requested for data associated only
to query type “Musical Genre”, first regarding the global web and then for particular
countries. The aforementioned countries are US, GB, SE, DK, NL, BE, DE, FR, ES, IT
and they were selected as the most important in terms of density in the Spotify maps 46.
Based on these data we were able to draw some first conclusions about genres
popularity and evolution over time, which will be reported in detail in D3.1.
4.7.5 Publicly available music datasets
During the development and evaluation of predictive models, we foresee that it will be
valuable to make use of publicly available music datasets that have been released by
researchers working in similar research problems. Besides offering an additional data
source for the platform, these datasets may in several cases be used for benchmarking
purposes, i.e. to compare the performance of FuturePulse solutions with the state of
the art. illustrates some music datasets that might be used in that context.

46

https://spotifymaps.github.io/musicalcities
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Description

Million Song Dataset

47

The Million Song Dataset (MSD) is a freely-available collection of
audio features and metadata for a million contemporary popular
music tracks. The dataset does not include any audio but only the
derived features.
The Million Song Dataset is linked to complementary datasets
contributed by the community. These datasets include user data,
genres labels, taste, tracks similarity, etc.

FMA

48

A Dataset For Music Analysis Data Set.
FMA features 106,574 tracks and includes song title, album, artist,
genres; play counts, favourites, comments; description, biography,
tags; together with audio files and audio features.

KKBox’s Datasets

49 50

KKBox's Music Recommendation Challenge
In this task, participants were asked to predict the chances of a user
listening to a song repetitively after the first observable listening
event within a specific time window.
The train and the test data are selected from KKBox users listening
history in a given time period.
KKBox's Churn Prediction Challenge
In this competition participants were tasked to build an algorithm that
predicts whether a user will churn after their subscription expires.
The training and the test data are selected from users whose
membership expires within a certain month.

MMTD

51

MTG-UPF datasets

The "Million Musical Tweets Dataset" (MMTD) contains listening
histories inferred from microblogs. Each listening event, identified via
twitter id and user id, is annotated with temporal (date, time,
weekday, time zone), spatial (longitude, latitude, continent, country,
county, state, city), and contextual (information on the country)
information. In addition, pointers to artist and track are provided.
52

The MagnaTagATune
53
Dataset

A set of datasets provided by Music Technology Group (Universitat
Pompeu Fabra).
A research dataset for MIR tasks containing human annotations, a
detailed analysis of the track’s structure and musical content,
including rhythm, pitch and timbre together with the corresponding
sound excerpts.
Table 31 Music related datasets

47

https://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/FMA%3A+A+Dataset+For+Music+Analysis
49
https://www.kaggle.com/c/kkbox-music-recommendation-challenge
50
https://www.kaggle.com/c/kkbox-churn-prediction-challenge
51
http://www.cp.jku.at/datasets/MMTD/
52
https://www.upf.edu/web/mtg/software-datasets
53
http://mirg.city.ac.uk/codeapps/the-magnatagatune-dataset
48
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5 Data Management
5.1

Data flow, storage and access

As described in Deliverable D4.154, the FuturePulse platform will be composed of a set
of loosely connected services that communicate through well-defined APIs. Therefore,
each of the data sources described in the previous sections will be handled by the
corresponding service in the platform, offering access to the underlying data through
the appropriate API call. Figure 33 illustrates the components of the platform. Each of
these components is involved in the management of specific data, generates its own
data derivatives and provides access to specific subsets of its underlying data.
Following the polyglot persistence architectural pattern, some of the components will
use one or more separate internal databases. However, as depicted in Figure 33 a
central database will be used in order to store data that is necessary for the operation
of the FuturePulse applications. For example, application-specific data, such as user
management, will be part of that database. Also, data provided by the pilots will be
stored in the central database. However, although the central database will act as a
reference point for many of the actions in the platform, e.g. the insertion of a new artist,
many of this data will be replicated across services for efficiency reasons. In addition,
that database will be used by IRCAM’s content analysis modules in order to store the
extracted audio features.
The data tracker is the main component responsible for most of the collection
procedures described in this document. Given the set of artists, tracks, genres, etc.,
stored in the central FuturePulse database that module monitors external data
sources, such as music streaming platforms and social media. Also, that service is
responsible for crawling and information extraction from web charts and blogs. The
obtained data are then stored in the suitable format and then made available to the
analysis components. For example, metrics presented in section 3.2.8 have different
storage needs from charts data. Therefore, according to the underlying data
characteristics, the appropriate database solution is adopted. To facilitate integration,
RESTful API methods expose all that data.
The content analysis and indexing component is responsible for the extraction of
features from the audio content provided by the pilots. As proprietary software will be
used for most of these tasks, the audio files are provided through an FTP server and
the results of the audio analysis are then stored back to the centralized database.
Therefore, the audio analysis results become available to the rest of the platform.
The analysis components also follow a similar service oriented approach. For
example, the Musimap component for track popularity level analyses several historical
statistics about tracks and predicts a popularity level that it delivers through a webbased API. The data needed to generate these predictions are provided by the data
tracker. The user of the platform – by using an authenticated client – has to request the
Musimap API with a given song previously registered in the database. The API will then
provide a prediction of its popularity level or its historical analysis. In the same way, the
rest of the analysis modules, based on the collected data and their internal algorithms
and models, generate their own results and expose them through their APIs.
54

th

D4.1 – Overall system architecture, February 28 , 2018
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Note that due to the restrictions imposed by web platforms, in many cases local
caching of data cannot be permanent. As explained in section 5.2.3, by respecting the
retention policy of each platform we need to keep data up to a maximum specified
amount of time. For that reason, the synchronisation between the different components
is of great importance for the proper function of FuturePulse platform. For example, the
analysis components must use the collected data and produce new estimations and
predictions soon after the required data are made available.

Figure 33 FuturePulse Platform architecture
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Legal aspects

5.2.1 Copyright and terms of service for third party sources
The design of the data collection mechanisms of FuturePulse has seriously considered
the legal implications and constraints arising from the use of third party content and
data. To this end, the FuturePulse consortium has taken the following measures:




storage and processing of music content is only carried out by partners that
have ensured the appropriate rights;
use of third party APIs, e.g. social media sources and music streaming
services, is done following the terms of service and limitations of each platform;
extraction of information from websites using custom web wrappers conforms to
the respective sites robots.txt specifications and follows a server-polite crawling
policy.

It is also worth noting that during the project, any use of third party data is solely carried
out with the purpose of assessing their value for achieving the objectives of the project.
If such value is validated through the pilot activities of the project, and if it is considered
necessary given the terms of service/use of the particular data source, the consortium
will get in touch with the respective data owner to request approval for commercial use
and if considered viable to obtain a commercial license. Note that several of the
presented sources, e.g. Discogs, Wikidata, etc. already feature a permissive license
(Creative Commons, Public Domain), in which case there is no need for obtaining an
additional license.
5.2.2 Personal data and privacy issues
Several of the data sources that have been considered as input offer access to userprovided data that could potentially contain personal information. For instance, these
include personal information about Twitter profiles (that could in theory be linked to
physical persons) as well as text comments and music preferences linked to them. In
order to eliminate any risks of privacy leaks from such data, within FuturePulse we only
plan to store non-personal aggregate data of the tuple form presented in section 3.2.8.
Essentially these will be values for different metrics that are linked to artists, albums
and tracks and potentially associated with some specific demographics. Given that no
personal identifier (e.g. user id) will be stored by the platform, it will not be possible to
extract or infer any personal information from the data that is stored in the FuturePulse
servers even if a third party managed to gain access to it.
5.2.3 Retention policy
Each of the platforms described in previous sections brings the need for a different
retention policy regarding the data provided by the corresponding API. In general
streaming platforms do not allow perpetual local caching of their data. The same
restriction is imposed also by social media platforms, such as Facebook and YouTube,
which restrict local storage to a limited time period. Also in case that an entity has been
erased by the corresponding platform any local copy or reference of that entity must be
deleted. For example, a comment in a YouTube video must be deleted by any third
party application if its creator has deleted it.
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As explained in the previous sections, we do not plan to retrieve and store long term
the available metadata for the music entities of interest, but only some of the attributes
that serve as valuable inputs, either for improving the accuracy of resolving references
to the same entity across different platforms or for estimating popularity and recognition
scores for the entities of interest. For example, given a Facebook page we do not
retrieve and store all the attributes of that page (e.g. contact details, about, etc.) but
only those attributes that are measures of the page’s popularity, e.g. number of likes.
Furthermore, appropriate software mechanisms will be developed to regularly delete
any raw data collected from these services, where the frequency of deletions will be
possible to configure separately per source in order to comply with the particular terms
of service.
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6 Conclusions
This deliverable presented the outcomes of our analysis on the data requirements for
the FuturePulse platform along with an overall data model and a comprehensive list of
available data sources and their characteristics. Significant work has been carried out
in terms of implementing and testing source-specific client software to perform the data
collection. This has resulted in the collection of valuable datasets that will be used by
the data-driven modules of FuturePulse to build powerful predictive models.
Future activities for the coming period of the project have the following goals:







Further testing and refinement of data collection software;
Assessment of utility that each data source brings with respect to FuturePulse
goals;
Continuous update of data sources (also in view of updated platform
requirements);
Reassessment of technical feasibility (e.g. API restrictions) and other
limitations;
Refinement of data management processes;
Support of pilot needs.

The outcomes of the above activities will be documented in the updated version of the
deliverable.
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